Dear Exchange Student,

While you prepare to say goodbye to family and friends, may we make a few suggestions about what to pack for your trip? You will want to travel light but you also do not want to regret leaving anything important at home! Here is a list of suggested items to bring.

Documents

- **Contact Information for Bryn Mawr College.** Carry the name, address, and telephone number of the individual at Bryn Mawr College to contact in case of a travel delay or an emergency. (Campus Safety may be reached at 610-526-7911)

- **Contact information in home country:** Carry the name, address, and telephone number of a contact person at home

- **Contact information of Consulate:** Carry the name, address, and telephone number of your country's consulate in the United States or another entity, such as an educational mission or sponsoring agency.

- **Please Note:** All essential identification papers and documents should be carried on your person or in your hand baggage. Do not place important documents in bags that you will check on the plane.

Money and Personal Effects

- Bring some cash with you for immediate needs and tips for taxi service, etc.

- A set of clothing packed in your carry-on luggage in case your checked-in luggage gets lost and does not arrive with you.

- Medication prescription-translated into English. All medication must be in their original containers.

See you soon!

The Staff at The Pensby Center, Bryn Mawr College
610-526-6592 or 610-526-7390